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PRECAUTIONARY INSPECTION OF SR 3OOO/3N PROPELLERS
This Service Bulletin is issued in line with the procedures subiect to LAA eR
Type

Type certificate holder:
AIES

/

KiEMEN

i. 34/92 authorisation

Model:
SR

3000/3WN Propeller

Three-bladed, in flieht adiustable
Type certificate number

ULL

-

04/2008

Related documents
Annex No. 1
Replaces

Manufacturer
Applies to

Se.vice Bulletin No UL / 2017, Rev 00, which is hereby cancelled
New Rev. 01 extends the range of relevant propellers serlal numbers

woodcomp Propellers s.r.o.
Propellers of following serial numbers installed on Autocyro:
39013
40013
41013
42013
43013

Reason

440r3
45013
46013
41013
48013

11024
13024
56043
30053
10024

15024

Woodcomp has received report of propeller blade loose from SR-3000/3N
propeller installed on Autocyro. Plane has emergency landed without any crew
Inl ury

offailure was notfully investigated vet, due to safety reasons
immediate administrative and technical inspection ofaffected propellers must be
performed
Even though reason

First examination showsthat reason offailure is probably fatigue crack in blade

root. Preliminary investigation also suggests that fullscope ofmandatorV
inspections was not performed on affected propellers.
Effective date

Work procedure

09 MAY 2017

1.

result mandatory inspections were performed,
especially medium repair (7.00 operating hours or 24 months) and overhaul
(1400 operating hou16 or 4Smonths) including penetrant tests of blade roots
Check when and with what

which are prescribed in maintenance documentation.

2.

lf mandatory inspections were not performed orthere are doubts upon proper
accomplishment of inspections, remove propeller from airplane and it ship to
manufacturer:
Woodcomp Propellers s.r.o.
Vodolskii 4, Dolinek
250 70 Odolena Voda
czech Republic

woodconp Propellets s.La., Vadokkd 4, Dolinek; 250 70 odalena voda, C2ech Republic
Phane: +420 283 977 309; Mabil: +420 6A2 323 3U; Fox: +420 28j 970 286
e moil : inta@waodconp.cr. www.woodconp.cz
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3.

To facilitate transport, it is possible to remove propeller blades from hub in
accordance with Annex No.1.

4.

Ship Propeller Logbook along with propeller, with all records properly filled
(operating hours, inspections and repairs).

3

lf all mandatory inspections were performed properly, no special actions are
needed and propeller can operate normally until next regular inspection.

Action

other affected propellers will be inspected in scope of medium repair or overhaul
dependin8 on propetler condition, age and service hours.
Manufacturer willtake measures to finish the inspections in factory as soon as
possible. Operator resp. approved maintenance organisation will be informed
about the terms.
In case ofany doubt contact Woodcomp Propellers s.r.o.

Tel

:

+42o 283 971309

Fa* +420 283 970 286
Mail: info@woodcomp.cz
Work to be performed

a) Propeller removal and

transport: Operator

ol Inspection, repair: Woodcomp Propellers s.r.o.
schedule

lmmediately

Costs borne by

a) Operator
b) Inspections willbe performed

by Woodcomp Propellers s.r.o. free

ofcharge.lf

re lacem e nt of excessively wo rn parts willbe needed, Woodcomp willship
inspection findings with price proposal.
p

Materialnecessary
Remarks

ManaBer Accountable:
Name: AleS Kfeme

Sign:

4.94

Manageri
/
Name: V6clav Matouiek ,/, .
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Plgpgll€Lbbdes removal

1.

2,
3.
4.
5.

Remove securing wire from three pairs ofAllen head screws pos.11on propeller blade retention nut. Use 5mm
Allen key to Bradually loosen the screws, and remove them.
Loosen retention nut pos. 52 using wrench P-303 and use your hand to unscrew retention nut from propeller hub.
Pullpropeller blade from propeller hub. lf blade does not leave the hub, it sticksto wallsofthe hole byBrease
layer. Tryto rotatethe blade and pull it atthe sametime.
Remove axial bearing pos.44, 45, and slider pos.13 from the space where propeller blade was, unless the parts
were stuck to propeller blade by grease layer and have not been removed along with blades. Use Srease to stick the
parts onto ferrule of removed propeller blade.
Put protective pouch onto removed blade and secure it by tape to ensure that bearings and sliders cannot get lost.
Remove propeller blades 2 and 3 in the same way.
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